Open Roberta Wiki

Hi!

Here is all the information necessary to work with our visual programming language NEPO® and our programming environment Open Roberta Lab. Right now only the EV3 set-up instructions are available in English. We are working very hard to add all the other information as soon as possible.

**General Info**: A detailed description of the Open Roberta Lab and how to use it.

**Set up**: Description of how to setup the different robots or microboards to work with the Open Roberta Lab.

**Programming**: Description of how to use our visual programming language NEPO®.

**FAQ**: Here you find all questions asked so far - and also questions we asked ourselves. Tips, questions, hints, or improvements are always welcome! Just write an email to Roberta-Headquarters or join our Open Roberta Community.
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**General Info**

- EV3
- Calliope mini
- WeDo
- Nepo4Arduino
- BOB3
- micro:bit
- mBot
- Bot'n Roll
- NAO
- NXT
- Edison
- senseBox
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